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CLASSICAL MECHANICS
Isaac Newton’s First Law of Motion states that an object in motion will remain in motion in a straight line
until it is compelled to change its state by an external force. This rule of inertia applies to the motion of the
global economy as well and is a driving force behind the current expansion (and with it, the bull market in
equities). It continues to roll along despite the looming risks and the persistently negative tone to the narrative
surrounding the global macro backdrop.
The underlying growth momentum is expected to continue and underpin the performance of the Emerging
Market (EM) economies, given that they are highly geared toward the growth cycle. That said, it has always
been difficult to determine the precise forces at play in the EM at any given time or their relative strength.
This explains the tendency toward jerky movements in markets for the grouping as a whole even within major
secular trends. Couple this enduring uncertainty with the tendency for EM financial markets to amplify the
developments in their Developed Market peers, and a little bit of volatility goes a long way.
Accordingly, the intensification of trade tensions and attendant increase in market instability through Q2 drove
a net outflow of funds from the region that weighed on performance despite the more positive outturns in
Developed Markets (DM). The MSCI Emerging Markets Index generated a modest 0.6% total return (US dollar
basis; the MSCI World Index posted a 4.0% gain). The underlying components of the former were mixed, with
just 16 of the 26 countries that comprise the index in positive territory, and more industry groups down than
up (6 of the 11 sectors recorded negative returns for the quarter).
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Rally killers
But again, an economy in motion will stay in
motion until a strong enough force is applied to
cause growth to collapse. So while the base case
scenario is for continued trend-like global growth,
the question now is whether risks will materialize
and generate sufficient force that not only causes the
direction of the motion to change, but to come to
a stop. After all, Newton’s Second Law emphasizes
that the magnitude of the impact on momentum is
dependent (and proportional) to the magnitude of
the force applied.
Historically, three usual suspects bring the
momentum to a screeching halt: economic shocks;
substantial excesses or imbalances; or policy
mistakes.
Shocks are severe events like the oil price spike in the
1970s or the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks that
cause significant changes to the global system. These
are generally unknowable ahead of time.
Concerning excesses, such as the credit bubble that
led to the Asian financial crisis in the late 1990s, or
the technology and housing bubbles that respectively
precipitated the last two global downturns — there is
nothing that is necessarily flashing red currently.
While the prolonged low-interest rate environment is
pushing yield-starved investors into the higher-risk,
and less-liquid, segments of the credit space, relative
valuations are not yet at extremes. Yield spreads
for bonds at the low end of the quality spectrum,
in general, are low, but well within the normal
range that has prevailed over the last decade. This is
especially the case for speculative-grade EM debt, for
which credit spreads are effectively in line with their
longer-term average while default rates remain near
historic lows.
In equity markets, DM stocks are again pressing
all-time highs, but price-to-earnings ratios are just
north of their averages from the last decade and far
from extreme. EM markets (which remain notably
below their late 2007 peaks) continue to trade at a
decent discount to their DM counterparts, especially
in the context of an anticipated widening of the
relative growth premium. The valuation gap is even
more considerable when looking on a price-to-book

basis, where EM stocks are on the cheap side of their
historical norms and offer a discount relative to DM,
which is pushing one standard deviation from the
average for the last decade.
In other words, the limited indications of excessive
valuations mean that the magnitude of any
potential near-term pullback, and its spillovers
into the broader global economy, would not be
overwhelmingly forceful. If anything, valuations
currently suggest that there is still room to run, with
EM seemingly having scope for outperformance
— however, the question here remains what
combination of forces, if any, are needed to finally
push EM equities higher, and decisively through, the
upper end of the trading range in which they have
been mired for the last decade.

The usual suspect
That leaves policy mistakes. Typically when
discussing errors that drive an economic downturn,
the focus is on monetary policy. Almost every
recession since World War II has central banks’
fingerprints all over it — policymakers drove interest
rates too high too quickly in an effort to cool an
overheating economy, only to choke off credit and
bring the party to an end.
This go-around, however, monetary policymakers
have been taking an extremely gradual and cautious
approach to moving away from post-financial crisis
levels of stimulus. Policy rates are still well below
those that prevailed in previous cycles, while the
support provided by unconventional measures such
as asset purchases remain firmly in place as well.
Furthermore, with inflationary pressures remaining
benign globally, it is increasingly the case that central
banks around the world are shifting away from
trying to “normalize” policy towards hitting pause
or even reversing course, by re-introducing easing
measures due to concerns over slowing growth and
heightened uncertainty over the outlook. To that end,
markets have shifted aggressively, from expecting
central banks to increase interest rates, to anticipating
rate cuts. Most notably, the US bond market is now
pricing in the US Federal Reserve (Fed), reducing its
target policy rate by nearly 75 basis points over the
coming year.
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This easing of monetary conditions in DM has given
a lift to EM currencies and relieved pressure on the
groups’ policymakers to act. In fact, the loosening of
Fed policy has given scope to EM central bankers to
adopt easier policy stances of their own, with those
in Chile, Malaysia, India, Indonesia, Russia and
South Africa already moving, and officials in Brazil
and Mexico expected to soon follow suit.
The efficacy of easing policy in stimulating economic
activity that is not being restrained by tight financial
conditions or a dearth of available credit is unclear,
but at the same point, this serves to emphasize
that the risks of a monetary-policy-driven global
downturn in the near-term are receding. Of course,
such moves at this point in the cycle could be
simply sowing the seeds of the next crisis further
down the road.

The error of my ways
Where there is heightened risk of a policy error
right now, though, is with international trade
policy — and this an area where EM are particularly
vulnerable. The persistent threat of escalating trade
tensions between the US and China, and the added
risk of an expansion of the Americans’ trade conflicts
to include other regions (most notably Europe and
Japan) has resulted in unrelenting uncertainty over
the outlook for the global economy that has offset
much of the fundamental positives.
Thanks to nearly three decades of a worldwide push
toward freer trade, the flow of imports and exports
across the globe have gained an increasing share of
importance — data from the World Bank indicate
that trade accounted for the same share of global
GDP in 2017 (the latest year available) as consumer
spending. Anything that stifles trade — such as tariffs,
trade restrictions and other such barriers — has a
greater impact on global growth than it would have
had a generation ago.
Of course, the importance of international trade
varies substantially across countries, with those in
the EM (particularly Eastern Europe and Southeast
Asia) among the most dependent, while the US is at
the other end of the spectrum. But while an economy
like the US may not be overly reliant on trade as a
driver of growth, it is still very much exposed to the
global supply chain. The opening of trade across

borders has resulted in increasingly integrated
production processes, with much of the value-added
in the final goods & services produced within a
given economy originating from somewhere else.
Consequently, any disruptions in trade flows cause
kinks in the supply chain that can be felt throughout
the world — including the US.
While it is undoubtedly reasonable to make sure
that China is on a level playing field with the rest
of the world in terms of market access, handling
of intellectual property, and environmental and
labour standards, using rather blunt instruments
like tariffs is not the best strategy to do so, especially
since tariffs beget other reciprocal tariffs that further
impact the global flow of goods. Keeping with the
Newton theme, the Third Law could be restated
as every trade action has an equal and opposite
trade reaction.
A better approach would instead be something
along the lines of the US joining with other major
economies in multilateral negotiations, for example,
requiring China to meet specific requirements as
a condition of broad trade agreement such as the
Trans-Pacific Partnership (which is now defunct
after the US withdrew its signature in one of the
Administration’s first acts of office in January 2017).
And speaking of allies, the White House’s decision
to take the trade war to a new front is far more
puzzling than the conflict with China and creates
added confusion as to the direction of American
trade policy. The looming November deadline for the
US to impose levies on automobile imports shifts
the focus to Europe and Japan, with the recent threat
to impose other further tariffs on goods imported
from Europe, only serving to aggravate tensions and
weighing on sentiment elsewhere.
Add to that the US’ vacillation between friend and
foe with the other signatories of the United StatesMexico-Canada Agreement (which still has yet to be
ratified by Congress) and there is ample stress not
only on international companies that have dealings
stateside, but also American companies that are
reliant on foreign-produced goods. This puts a
wider-than-normal confidence interval around any
earnings estimates.
This uncertainty, combined with the impact of the
already implemented changes to trade policy, is
constraining trade flows — world trade volumes
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have declined for the first time since the recession
with the weakness most severe for the export-centric
EM. Against this, sentiment among goods producers
has also slumped sharply across the world, as
indicated by the global manufacturing purchasing
managers’ index (PMI) dipping into contractionary
territory in May and falling to a seven-year low in
June — gauges for both DM and EM are below the
growth break-even, and the breadth of countries
expanding is at its worst since 2013 in the former
and a three-year low in the latter.

Abide by the law
The longer the trade uncertainties drag on, and
the degree to which tensions increase and broaden
out, the more widespread, significant and lasting
the hurt will be for everybody involved. There are
already signs of increasing spillover outside of
manufacturing, with the service sector PMI around
the globe slowing sharply as well. Importantly, these
still remain in growth territory in both the DM and
EM indicating that the bigger portion of the economy
is still expanding, albeit at more modest rates than
last year.

While there is hope that progress can be made
and cooler heads will prevail, the threats and
brinkmanship will likely persist, with the bias being
to just kick the can further down the road rather
than reaching any sort of enduring resolution — as
evidenced by yet another truce between the US and
China following the G-20 meeting at the end of June,
and earlier decisions by the US to delay auto tariffs.
Combine this likelihood with the complicated
geopolitics on other fronts — including concerns
surrounding the nuclear programs in Iran and
North Korea, the Brexit file that is being further
stymied by the leadership turnover in the UK, and
the general rise in populism in the political realm —
and the outlook will continue to be clouded for the
foreseeable future.
In other words, the base case is for more of the
same. Abiding by the laws of economic momentum,
the global economy should continue to remain in
motion which remains constructive for the broad
EM. The considerable risks to the outlook and the
resulting uncertainties, however, mean that the
motion in financial markets, particularly in the EM,
will not likely be smooth and one-directional, with
the generally positive underlying fundamentals
taking a backseat to the ebbs and flows of the
news headlines.

All figures are in USD, unless otherwise stated. This document includes information concerning financial markets that was developed at a
particular point in time. This information is subject to change at any time, without notice, and without update. This commentary may also include
forward looking statements concerning anticipated results, circumstances, and expectations regarding future events. Forward-looking statements
require assumptions to be made and are, therefore, subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. There is significant risk that predictions and other
forward looking statements will not prove to be accurate. Investing involves risk. Equity markets are volatile and will increase and decrease in
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